
Dungeon S 1111 

Chapter 1111 - The Big Shots 

"It's still working! Continue to wither down its hit points before the next wave of Bone Spirit Demons 

comes forth! Mortar focus your attack on the Bone Spirit Demons and halt their advance as much as 

possible. Artillery Team focus on the Boss except for those assigned to aid the mortars and Pandarens 

below! Tanks, maintains your distance away from the Bone Spirit Demons and aim for the bigger ones!" 

Xiong Da ordered as he continued to coordinate the next batch of elemental artillery shells to wreck the 

Ooofpa Loopas. 

Despite the initial shabby coordination, it was rather surprising that they had managed to drop both of 

the Ooofpa Loopas' health down to 55% and thankfully, there had yet to be any retaliation from the 

boss monsters from either side. However, the Pandarens had noticed that both were inching closer to 

the Demopolis walls and that they had started to spawn even stronger Bone Spirits to slaughter them. 

(Although they were unsure if they became stronger with them, or if it was because of the Boss 

Monster's falling health pool) 

The average Pandaren had managed to handle between five to ten per encounter during the first initial 

wave. During the second wave, the same competent level of Pandarens had been able to stand against 

two Bone Spirit Demons and would struggle against a third. Starting with the third wave onwards, the 

tides had changed. 

The Bone Spirit Demons like the gorilla variant had emerged out in the open, causing the fight to be 

skewed towards the monsters. It took approximately three to five Pandarens to take down a Bone Spirit 

Gorilla. 

But because of the reinforcement of the Royal Snake Battalion and their tanks, the statistics were 

somewhat biased as the soldiers took on the harder demons based on their experience while the 

Pandarens cleared the remaining weaker Bone Spirit Demons. That being said, the soldiers did not have 

an easier time despite having some knowledge of them. 

Whenever they did not know how to defeat a certain Bone Spirit type, all they did was spam explosive 

shells with the help of the tanks against the demons. The constant bombardment barrage was sufficient 

to slow the Bone Spirits though they could see that it was getting less effective as newer waves of 

monsters emerged from the orifices of the Ooofpa Loopa. 

"Tank 1-3, move backwards for quick refuelling. Snake Alpha Company Platoon 1 will assist with the 

defence. Platoon 2-4 charge forward while Platoon 5 will assist you from your flanks until the next wave 

of reinforcements arrives." One of the Royal Snake Captains ordered and Sergeant Rochor 

acknowledged the orders along with the rest of the sergeants. 

"You heard the man, we have to rush forth." Sergeant Rochor repeated the order for his Platoon 2. 

"Sarge, can't we use our official techniques?" Zhang Mon complained as he wanted to slay these 

monsters as fast as possible with the least amount of effort but with the orders restrained to not reveal 

their techniques, they were bound to withhold their true strength. 



This was because they were still one of the Royal Zodiac Military Battalions and showing their hand to 

the public would only undermine their capabilities, especially when there might be enemy eyes 

surveilling them. 

"If you want to do that, be my guest. Forward my greetings to the general when he calls you in for a 

'coffee talk', will you?" Sergeant Rochor replied through the channel and Zhang Min sighed. 

"Forget it, bro. I shall treat this as a handicap and learn to grow from it. Besides, we got all these funky 

inscriptions charms to help us." Meng Ruo sneered as he assisted his pal by grappling the Bone Spirit 

Demon, allowing Zhang Min to stab and slash it multiple times while seeing in burning up in smoke 

because of the charms. 

"Honestly speaking, you guys need more dungeon fighting. At this rate, the Pandarens will start to 

regard you as just some pathetic soldiers." The voice alone was able to strike a chord through the 

platoon's channel since they immediately recognised who it belonged to. 

At that point, a high level intensive aura could be felt coming from the top of the Demopolis Wall and it 

was sufficient to stop the current wave of Bone Spirit Demons in their tracks. In a blink of an eye, that 

heavy aura could be felt moving down across the Demopolis Walls and crashing into the battlefield, 

killing a bunch of Bone Spirit Demons simultaneously. 

"Sir! It's you who gave us that order to not to show our true skills!" Zhang Min shouted and the figure 

merely laughed. 

"That is true, but I did not say you could not use your grade's brute strength, Corporal." The figure shook 

off the dust cloud from the initial impact. It was none other than Hou Fei, the Royal Zodiac Snake 

Battalion's General. 

And that was not all, just as he was about to kill a Bone Spirit Demon with his hands, yet another 

powerful aura came about heading in his direction. His presence was not ignored by Hou Fei but instead 

of helping him, the figure took the opportunity to use Hou Fei's head as a stepping stone. 

The kinetic waves from the impact were sufficient to paralyse the surrounding horde momentarily and 

that gave the rest an opening which they did not hesitate to utilise to the best of their abilities. 

"Act like a general, you dumbass." The figure's fiery aura slowly dissipated and those in the upper 

echelons identified him as Royal Tiger General, San Ya Bai. At his behest, a new Tiger platoon came 

rushing down the Demopolis Walls and reinforced the current line against the Bone Spirit Demons. 

A few of the Royal Snake Platoons instantly recognised them and even shook hands for a moment 

before placing their focus back on the Bone Spirit Demons. Meanwhile, the remaining Pandarens were 

in awe to see two Royal Zodiac Generals working hand in hand since it was not a common sight for such 

a thing to happen, let alone for the average citizen to have a chance to fight beside them. (even if it was 

'only' in a dungeon instance.) To some military buffs, it was basically a dream come true. 

There were no rules in the military preventing the Royal Battalions' soldiers (or their higher ranking 

officers for that matter) from participating in a dungeon instance so when it happened, the streamers all 

went nuts with their reactions. 



Their presence alone had basically increased the credibility of Jin's Dungeon and Pandas store by at least 

two fold and that was enough to entice the prying eyes from both the public and the other Royal Zodiac 

Clans to tune in. 

"Yeah, yeah. I understand the situation that we need to control ourselves but it would be a shame if we 

failed to defeat this particular Boss Monster in a dungeon instance, right?" Hou Fei argued and Ya Bai 

sighed. 

Technically, Hou Fei hadn't done anything wrong by merely using his cultivation strength since there was 

indeed an ambiguity in the rules set by the military council based on their military conduct in public. 

Thus, Ya Bai merely shook his reply off and joined him to punch the shit out of a Bone Spirit Demon into 

oblivion. 

"Wait, why don't you go kill the one in the south? Why are you stealing my prey? I want to earn some 

raid points too!" Hou Fei complained and Ya Bai chuckled. 

"My entire battalion is still in the queue. They won't be coming in that quickly. Besides, we Tigers know 

that you Snakes cannot do it without us." Ya Bai reasoned as he smashed a Bone Spirit Gorillas's skull 

into pieces which the Royal Snake Soldiers had trouble fighting one on one. "Plus, we got to give the 

Pandarens participating some fighting chance, right? I heard they might have some special weapon 

incoming." 

"Alright then, then let's see if we can clear this wave in record time and kill the stupid Ooof--GAH this fat 

a.s.s monster first!" Hou Fei accidentally bit on his tongue when he evaded a quick strike from Bone 

Spirit Elephant and somehow the entire battle eventually became all about them. The rest of the 

soldiers under them sighed but most of them understood that the Generals did not really have many 

opportunities to clear some steam, something they desperately needed after 'that' incident. 

And since this was a dungeon instance, they were finally able to let loose and go crazy while their 

subordinates sympathetically supported them from the back. 

Chapter 1112 - The Fall of the Southern Wall 

With the advent of the two Royal Zodiac Battalions, dominated by their respective Royal Zodiac 

Generals, a majority of the Pandarens were subsequently redeployed to the Southern Walls since the 

Pandawans trusted the army to handle the situation in the North on their own. 

The Pandawans felt that the Royal Zodiac soldiers would function better with their own troops and that 

random cultivators with no military discipline might just hinder them. This also gave the inexperienced 

Pandawans leading the rest of the cultivators to focus on one area, lessening their burden, since the 

South so far had only been able to use its advantage of elemental ammunition and equipment they 

could find within Demopolis. 

Hence a major portion of the main Battle Tanks was also deployed to the Southern shores, leaving the 

Royal Zodiac soldiers with just a set number of tanks they felt would be sufficient for their own 

purposes. All these changes in the battle order worked wonders in aiding with the morale of the 

Pandarens while being used to slow the horde down. 



Those tanks' interfaces were the same as what Xiong Da and the rest had used before in the Goblin War. 

As long as the Pandarens remained calm and had a sound mind, they were able to handle the controls of 

the tanks rather easily by following the instructions via their half masks. 

In addition, the System had dramatically increased the ease of interface, allowing simpler handling of 

the tanks comparable to the other military equipment that were in Demopolis. However, having good 

equipment was useless if the Pandarens were not able to handle the stress of the ever increasing 

difficulty of the Bone Spirit Sea Demon Horde. 

Thus, without the expertise of the Royal Zodiac soldiers, there were multiple situations where 

Pandarens had to retreat because the Demons started to overwhelm them, leaving the shoreline empty 

for the Horde to move forth. 

Thankfully, that did not mean the Horde had it easy. There were still Pandarens assigned on the 

Demopolis Walls who were tasked to remote denoting the partially destroyed tanks to further delay the 

advance of the Southern Horde whenever necessary. 

Unfortunately, they could only do so much before the Horde reached the Demopolis Walls, causing 

Pandawan Bin Yong and Bu Dong who were in charge of the Southern front to call for the retreat of the 

Southern Demopolis Wall. 

Nevertheless, that was not the end of the fight as mentioned earlier. The Pandarens as usual were able 

to arm their discarded equipment with explosives before they moved to their secondary line of defence. 

The Suburban areas. 

If the Bone Spirit Sea Demon Horde were going to advance, they were not going to make it easy for 

them at all. Sadly, this also meant that their primary way of attacking the Ooofpa Loopa was disrupted 

since their artillery guns had to be discarded as an accessory for the explosions to temporarily halt the 

Bone Spirit Sea Demon Horde climbing on the walls. 

Yet, Xiong Da had a fairly shrewd idea in his mind. He told the Pandarens to aim and load their artillery 

guns before abandoning them. Apparently, there was a Pandaren within their midst that was able to 

wire all the artillery guns to a remote control button, allowing the Southern Walls to give one last 

offensive volley against the Ooofpa Loopa before they destroyed the artillery guns. (Lest the few that 

had been trampled by the Bone Spirit Sea Demons.) 

Some of the Pandarens thought that the loss of their wall meant that they had lost the raid instance, 

and their despair almost drove them to have no hope. 

"Do not waver! The North is under control by the Royal Zodiac Battalions!! The best our country has to 

offer! All we need to do is to concentrate on the Southern side, reducing the collateral damage!" Xiong 

Da reinforced through the announcements and reiterated to them that the needed manpower is still 

coming in from the airstrip as well as the Pandarens from the North being redeployed to the South. 

All they had to do was to hold their ground until the Royal Zodiac Battalions managed to stop the 

Northern side. 

And just as the two Generals were plummeting the Bone Spirit Demon Horde in the North, they did not 

notice that there was something brewing within the fog at the base of the Northern Ooofpa Loopa. 



Neither did the Pandarens in the South notice anything as the two Boss Monsters were being held at bay 

with roughly the same amount of hit points. Still because of the forceful takeover of the Southern 

Demopolis Wall, it seemed that the Southern Ooofpa Loopa was about to cause more chaos compared 

to the Northern one. 

And with the sea no longer in check by the Pandarens, the Southern Ooofpa Loopa had full reign to do 

what it pleased without much counter… or that was what it thought until it sensed multiple incoming 

missiles from the centre of the city heading towards it. 

Similar to the procurement of tanks, the Pandarens had invested enough in the war efforts that they had 

acquired rocket trucks. The fairly iconic Russian Katyusha rocket launchers were at their disposal and 

Xiong Da did not hesitate to bring what they could find in the Demopolis bas.e.m.e.nt to the battlefield. 

Once a centrepiece in the Russian military during the second world war, the ones the Pandarens 

possessed had been tuned with far better rocket navigation and aiming systems. The artillery guns might 

have been disposed of after the remote activation of the final volley of attacks but the Pandarens still 

had a way to fight back. 

The only problem was that the delay between each volley of missiles from the rocket trucks was rather 

immense due to the slow reloading of missiles done by a few Pandarens. It made it unviable for the 

rocket trucks to do as much damage as they had been able to do before the Southern Ooofpa Loopa got 

immune to the elemental attacks. 

Yet, every bit counted until the Pandawans on the surface got a mysterious transmission from Shi Zuo 

and Luo Bo that they might have potentially found a way to fight toe to toe with the Southern Ooofpa 

Loopa. 

 

 

Chapter 1113 - The Secret Weapon 

"Actuators normal. Engine valves patent, all limbs have power. Basic Weapon Systems are online. Just a 

little more stuff…" Shi Zuo was looking through the checklist thoroughly to ensure that they had 

activated everything in the c.o.c.kpit. 

"Are we done yet? Can't we just fire off at the speed of light?" Luo Bo was yawning as she relaxed on the 

inclined seat, waiting for her dear boyfriend to finish looking through the manual. "Every second lost 

here means a more dire situation up on the surface. This is just a raid instance, you do not have to be 

too particular with all the specifics." 

"Way to 'not' put me under pressure! Would you prefer that we just crash and burn the moment we 

lock on to the enemy?" Shi Zuo questioned her as he flipped a few switches on. "If we do not know what 

this baby can do, how are we going to win this? In case you forgot, there are TWO Raid Boss Monsters 

waiting for us up there! I, for one, don't want to be remembered as 'that one Pandawan who ruined the 

secret weapon to succeed in the Demopolis City Raid Instance' !" 

"Then why is this even more difficult than the tanks and artillery guns we previously operated? "Luo Bo 

questioned but Shi Zuo did not even bother replying as he was too occupied with the remaining items 



on the checklist but eventually gave in. Although he knew that if he ignored her, he could activate the 

c.o.c.kpit faster for operational use, but he was afraid a bored Luo Bo might do something rash. 

"You would have to ask Boss Jin. Maybe it had always been programmed like this? Maybe the bonus we 

missed out on, would have made things easier. Could even be some sort of penalty for us kinda cheating 

the dice game back then." Shi Zuo answered as he continued to keep his face buried deep in a physical 

manual book. 

That reply of course made Luo Bo even more bored since she was not exactly listening to the things he 

said. And thus, she decided to do it her own way, after all, this was really just a raid instance. There was 

no need to be so uptight in her opinion. (She lied. Luo Bo wanted to fight in the big giant robot as quickly 

as possible.) 

"AHHHHH WHATEVER, I AM TURNING IT ON!" Luo Bo commented as she sat properly at the front 

console and pressed the ignition button. The interfaces immediately lit up right in front of them and the 

dark metal surfaces in front of them instantly boot up to show the surroundings. The hangar outside of 

the c.o.c.kpit was poorly lit when they entered it previously but when the ignition button was pressed, 

the hangar bay automatically raised its alarm to red alert. Flash lights were lit up and various 

autonomous equipment started to move around them. 

"Arghhh!! Luo Bo, dear. Can you please be a bit more patient?! I'm not done with it!! If there is 

something to happen before we-'' Shi Zuo tried to talk some sense into his girlfriend, but she was no 

longer listening. The Rabbit Pandawan was going to be selfish as she grabbed the joystick consoles 

towards her and put on her seatbelt. 

"I believe in you! No one else but you can find out along the way when we are fighting the boss 

monster." Luo Bo encouraged the Mad Monkey Cultivator as she pressed a button on the System 

interface indicating 'Launch'. Despite it being a flat panel with some interactive holographic buttons, 

there was actually some pressure feedback when she pressed the 'Launch' button. 

Originally, Shi Zuo had wanted Bu Dong or Deng Long to pilot the Supa Robot as those two were 

veterans in the Supa Robot War mini game. However, Luo Bo did not care about Shi Zuo's 'logic' plus the 

sight of a Taurus Supa Robot felt awfully familiar to her that Luo Bo said she had to ride it no matter 

what. (She remembered seeing it somewhere but she could not recall it on the spot since she was 

preoccupied to know that they were vital in those fights or maybe there was just too much crazy stuff 

happening.) 

Most importantly, she wanted the raid points. Initially, she did not care about the Boss Monster as it had 

been pretty apparent that it was designed with team effort in mind. But right now, she saw the 

opportunity to not only earn raid points but be the best person to earn the raid points. 

How could she hand over such a precious fighting equipment to Bu Dong and Deng Long when it could 

potentially defeat not one but two Ooofpa Loopas?! That would definitely mean that she would be the 

MVP of the raid if she managed to pull it off and she would show that Hippo what it means to be the 

best raid cultivator in Jin's Dungeons and Pandas. (Not to mention it could mean getting a special sort of 

PLUSHIE!!!) 



"F.u.c.k f.u.c.k f.u.c.k! Screw it! Why did I even bother to try and reason with her?!" Shi Zuo cursed their 

situation in his mind as he was forced to watch Luo Bo not giving a damn about his explanations. He 

quickly strapped on his seatbelt and began to ensure that all the robot's parameters were within range 

for the launch. 

At that point, he could feel the Supa Robot was slowly being shifted around within the hangar, a corner 

where a large heavy metal door slowly rose up. As the front monitor was something similar to a panel 

with 270 degrees of vision, he was able to have a bird's eye view of the hangar because of the 

connection between the robot and the hangar. 

"Luo Bo. Wear this. It should help you with the fight since you are piloting the robot. This will lighten the 

load for you while I provide the necessary support." Shi Zuo said as he threw a helmet towards her 

direction and she did not hesitate to wear it. This caused a series of brain shockwaves transmitting to 

her head and she could feel a phantom interaction between her and the robot. 

Lights also began to lit up the route of the launch tube as the movement came to a halt. The tubes that 

were initially stuck to the Supa Robot were finally disengaged after Shi Zuo cleared them via his own 

interface. 

"All Systems green. You are good to-" 

"MECHATAUR LAUNCHHHHHHH!!!!!!" Luo Bo shouted excitedly as she stepped on the throttle and 

slammed the accelerator joystick to the maximum. 

 

 

Chapter 1114 - The Royal Zodiac Battalions' Need To Win 

"HEEEEEEEEEE HIIIIIII YIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~!" The Southern Ooofpa Loopa's screeches caused an incoming barrage 

of Katyusha elemental rockets to be diverted away from it and they exploded midway as the screeching 

sound waves were enough to cause an impact. 

The Pandarens who saw the sudden change of development started to feel extremely nervous since this 

was the first time that the Southern Ooofpa Loopa had directly taken any action. So far it had merely 

spent its time spawning the eggs from which the Bone Spirit Sea Demons would emergy to fight against 

the Pandarens and slowly approached their location. 

Despite the Big Boss starting its counterattack, the Bone Spirit Sea Demons were not letting up with 

their attacks too. A few of the Royal Tiger Soldiers who had been stationed at the Southern area to give 

their Tiger General Ya Bai constant updates met with pretty hefty resistance. 

"The Southern Ooofpa Loopa just sent out another wave and this time, it seems that we might not have 

enough firepower to match against." One of the Tiger Scouts reported. 

"Is it some Giant Squid or Octopus?" Ya Bai asked as they also saw several new additions to the 

Northern Bone Spirit Demon Horde which he had never seen during his fight against the real one weeks 

ago. Bone Spirit Velociraptors were emerging out of the fog and they were two times faster than the 

current wave of Demons, breaking the Royal Zodiac Battalions acc.u.mulated momentum. 



While the Pandarens manning the artillery guns on the Demopolis Wall were independent of the Royal 

Zodiac Battalions, Pandawans Deng Long and Se Lang were constantly exchanging information with the 

soldiers to provide necessary support on the ground. They had dedicated four to five artillery guns to aid 

as the ground support and the rest were used to combat against the Northern Ooofpa Loopa. 

As of now, they had managed to reduce the Northern Ooofpa Loopa down to 30% of its hit points but 

the Southern Ooofpa Loopa was still around the 50% mark. However, unlike its Southern cousin, the 

Northern Ooofpa Loopa had still not launched any counter attacks and merely continued to send out 

batches of stronger and stronger Bone Spirit Demons against the cultivators. 

It was still difficult but manageable for the Royal Zodiac Battalions to hold the ground in the open space. 

And yet the streamers who were watching the fight were finally able to see their Royal Zodiac 

Cultivators fight to the best of their 'public' limits. Some might have incurred serious injuries but the 

inscriptions and potions which the Battalions poured their money tremendously into had allowed them 

to stay alive. 

Both of the Generals were aware that the public must be watching them through various streaming 

platforms and it would be pathetic if their Battalions were to fall in battle because they had ordered 

them to restrain themselves. They would also felt responsible if their actions would lead to the 

Pandarens failing in this raid instance. Thus, Hou Fei and Ya Bai had allowed the unlimited spending of 

the necessary raid supplies to ensure that they would survive and triumph against the Ooofpa Loopa. 

Yet, that was not all they had in mind. The newspapers had painted them as the saviours of the previous 

event despite it not being the case. Even though they were the 'scapegoats', the two Royal Zodiac 

Battalions could not wash the shame that they were assisted by a small name Dungeon Supplier. 

Although there had been State Agents in the area, Kong Rong and Ryuli had admitted in their reports 

that they did not need to unleash their abilities since the Dungeon Supplier's team had been able to 

clear the entire incident without their help. 

Initially, they had only wanted to test Jin's strength but it had subsequently turned into his debut when 

both he and his people had banished the Loopa Ooofpa into oblivion. The two Generals, while relieved 

to know that they were only doing clean-ups and assisting with the redevelopment of the land once 

more (as requested by Jin since the Spirit of the Lands had a deal with the System), they were not 

satisfied with the reported outcome… until now. 

They had never expected to ever see the Loopa Oofpa again. Even Hou Fei, who was one of the 

associates for the Dungeon Supplier store, had been completely baffled when he got news about the 

Final Boss being that accursed monster. 

So, since the opportunity to redeem their failures in the raid instance had appeared, they intended to 

not only reinforce to the public that they were indeed capable of clearing the raid instances, but they 

also wanted to let the public see that it was indeed the 'Royal Zodiac Battalions' who had defeated the 

abomination and properly hide the rumours that it was some random cultivator that did it. 

To Hou Fei, it was all about damage control for his battalion while promoting Jin's Dungeons and Pandas 

AND keeping Jin's involvement with the real Loopa Ooofpa a low profile. 

----- 



"There's a short interval where the Ooofpa Loopa changed its immunity by vibrating its entire body, as if 

he is shaking it off. We should use that time to hit as hard as possible." General Ya Bai pointed out as he 

grabbed one of the Bone Spirit Velociraptors and crushed its head like an orange squash. 

"So far, it's all elemental projectiles, if we hit it with our fists with pure chi energy, it should be counted 

as a non elemental attack." General Hou Fei mentioned as he literally cooked the head of a raptor with 

pure chi while it was being pinned down. The Bone Spirit Velociraptor was unable to perform any 

counterattack despite trying to sway its body weight around away from Hou Fei. 

However as the two were discussing their next move which could potentially end the fight for the 

Northern Ooofpa Loopa, it suddenly started to screech the same way as its Southern counterpart. 

A large b.u.t.t was seen emerging out from the magical portal and everyone feared the worst. 

"A THIRD Ooofpa Loopa?! In the middle of the city?! You have to shitting me!!!" Xiong Da cursed as he 

could go insane from the absurdity of the current situation. However, they were unable to verify the 

monster emerging out of it since they had never seen the entirety of an Ooofpa Loopa before. (Maybe it 

had small little legs too…? Who knows!) 

At that point, Pandarens also reported a few Bone Spirit Demons dropping out of the magical portal, 

dropping from the sky. But because of the height, most of the Bone Spirits Demons merely fell to their 

death. Yet, that was enough to scare the Pandarens since it was akin to projectiles falling out of the sky, 

damaging their defence barriers and equipment. 

"Shit. We have to kill our Ooofpa Loopa fast before it summons another one!" Hou Fei shouted but Ya 

Bai stopped him for a moment to think. 

"Remember what the previous Ooofpa Loopa did? It screeched too but nothing happened. What if that 

screech was actually his summoning rather than the one we are fighting?" 

"You mean…" Hou Fei could understand the dilemma Ya Bai was facing. If Yai Bai was correct then it 

would mean they had to defeat the Southern one to stop its casting. However, if they stopped attacking 

the Northern boss, it might also summon a replacement… 

But when all hope seemed to disappear, there was one thing they could count on. Flying through the air, 

was it a bird? Was it a plane? Nope, it was a Supa Robot to save the day! 

 

 

Chapter 1115 - The Arrival of Mechataur 

Just as the Pandarens were feeling despair from the sudden emergence of the magical portal, they 

heard a loud booming sound from the north eastern direction of Demopolis. All of them assumed that 

there was something as sinister as the appearance of the third Ooofpa Loopa and even the Generals 

believed that it could be the summoning of a fourth Ooofpa Loopa. 

But it was not until the Royal Zodiac Battalions saw that the booming sound came into 'sight'. 



"Boombayah!!!!!" Luo Bo shouted in the loud speaker and everyone in the Northern Demopolis Wall 

was shocked to see a Supa Robot smash itself into the Northern Ooofpa Loopa. The Boss' hit points 

drastically dropped by 10% making everyone stare in disbelief before cheering at the top of their voice. 

Ya Bai could not believe his eyes seeing a deus ex machina come in to save them from this seemingly 

futile fight. However, Hou Fei had seen Mechataur in action before so he smirked and slapped Ya Bai's 

back. 

"Might as well finish the job before the Ooofpa Loopa gets immune to physical attack." Hou Fei advised 

as the slap woke Ya Bai out of his state of shock. Afterwards, he grabbed him to throw the Royal Snake 

General into the air. At the same time, he had transferred some of his chi into Ya Bai, allowing him to 

gather some momentum in Chi gathering when he was in mid air. 

"Is this revenge for stepping on you?!" Ya Bai shouted but Hou Fei merely shrugged his shoulders, before 

enveloping himself with even more chi to jump towards the Ooofpa Loopa too. 

Simultaneously, the Mechataur uncoiled his right arm so it could send a devastating punch right after 

smashing against the Big Boss. However, the Ooofpa Loopa was surprisingly agile and sent out a tentacle 

from its orifices to block the attack. It even shot out hardened spikes as tough as steel from its main 

c.h.e.s.t and into Mechataur's torso, yet Co-Pilot Shi Zuo was able to detect the abnormalities quickly 

and told Luo Bo to take care of it. 

"Yes, Sir!" Luo Bo replied as she turned the joystick hard enough to swirl the body while using her 

thought to control the interface helmet she was wearing to deploy additional defensive platings at the 

torso area in case the spikes managed to hit her. 

Thankfully only two of those spikes ended up grazing the Mechataur due to the aid of the additional 

steel plates protecting it. However, the graze was sufficient for the System to alert Shi Zuo to purge 

those platings. He did not hesitate to follow the system's control's command and subsequently realised 

that the spikes were covered with some sort of corroding poison that was capable of burning through 

the defensive plating. 

Perhaps the system control was afraid that the poison and melted metal could damage Mechataur's 

torso and recommended the purging of the metal plates. 

"Thank you for taking its attention off of us!" Ya Bai shouted as he sent a flying punch towards the 

Ooofpa Loopa and behind him, the embodiment of his Tiger aura was overflowing. At that point when 

the punch impacted the Ooofpa Loopa, the bright bluish tiger silhouette materialised into a 

metaphysical form as it widened its mouth to plunge its fangs into the Ooofpa Loopa. The metaphysical 

tiger's attack continued as Tiger General Ya Bai continuously sent his punches towards the body of the 

Ooofpa Loopa, causing internal injury to its organs. 

In retaliation, the Ooofpa Loopa screeched in pain and the Bone Spirit Velociraptors that had been 

harassing the frontliners turned around to assault Ya Bai. 

However, it seems as if they had forgotten the second powerhouse on the battlefield. Hou Fei's 

presence was not felt throughout the exchange of blows despite the fact that he had displayed an 

overwhelming aura at the start. 



By the time all the members in the fight remembered about his presence, Hou Fei was already standing 

at the top of the Ooofpa Loopa and exuded an aura that was suffocating not only to the monsters but 

the entire battlefield. 

A snake silhouette gracefully emerged in the open and its metaphysical form was already binding the 

Ooofpa Loopa despite its attempt to remove it with its tentacles. 

"This is a skill I can still show the public." Hou Fei mumbled to himself as he clasped his fingers and 

shouted his technique. 

"Advanced Snake Technique. Binding Burn of the Royal Snake." Hou Fei called out and the metaphysical 

snake chi energy turned even more blinding bright. Even those at the Southern portion of Demopolis 

could see it happening from afar. 

Yet when all this was happening, Ya Bai did not stop and also initiated his technique. Since Hou Fei was 

going with the light elemental chi energy, he decided to follow the same and even instructed the pilots 

of Mechataur to do the same if they had any. 

"Light?" Shi Zuo panicked for a moment, trying to search for the right attack option but Luo Bo did not 

think much and went ahead of him again. 

"Taurus Horn Beam!" Luo Bo shouted as the horns of Mechataur raised to temperature got enough to 

turn its energy into a pair of laser beams, blasting away any tentacles and heading towards the main 

body of the Ooofpa Loopa. 

Ya Bai also gathered his energy to the middle of his palms and sent them towards the main body of 

Ooofpa Loopa. The resultant blast caused a bright shining blue light to mix with the Mechataur and Hou 

Fei's attack, causing the last blow to the Ooofpa Loopa to be a fantastic light show. 

The hit points drastically dropped and both the soldiers and Pandarens cheered on as the Northern 

Ooofpa Loopa's health bar bottomed out. The System visually broke it to show off that it had lost, while 

sending out an area wide announcement that it had been defeated. 

All the Bone Spirit Demons that had been summoned by the Northern Ooofpa Loopa instantly dropped 

dead to the ground regardless of their variant and size. In fact, the latest variants were the first to fall 

out of action and the fighting on the northern side ceased immediately. 

Still, the people stationed on Northern Demopolis knew that they had won a battle, but they had yet to 

win the war! 

 

 

Chapter 1116 - Extra -Krafty Auditor 

"They aren't doing too bad for a big group of low to mid grade cultivators. Didn't expect Hou Fei to 

enter, but hey who am I to prevent anyone who can afford to spend a shitload of money from entering? 

With their presence, it should mean that there is a good chance they might be able to win this without 

too many casualties. … Well, I did program it in such a way that a couple of nasty surprises are only 

waiting to be activated if they don't clear it anytime soon. Hmmm... or should I tweak up the 



difficulty....or should I leave them alone?" Kraft talked to 'himself' as he watched the progress through 

his phone. He could feel both adrenaline and reluctance coursing through his veins at the same time. 

Regardless of the current outcome of the raid instance, it was of little concern to the fox as the 

operation to mobilise the stomach flu pandemic was currently underway. The Night Foxes had already 

been dispatched to the various cities and Kraft had decided to tag along to visit Aljun City, even though 

he claimed his direct interaction with the sabotage mission would be overkill. 

No, he had come for a different reason. He was intrigued by the crystal technology they had to offer 

after Rex and Starry Mood managed to procure the entire Flying Fortress. 

The preliminary analysis of the mothership had already been processed by the System and the report 

was eye catching not just to Kraft but to Jin's research team as well. Ayse and particularly Rei were dying 

to get their hands on it after Rex had brought it back to Demopolis for processing. They found it being 

accompanied by the Devil Dragons and Goblin Wyvern Knights who had taken turns guarding the Flying 

Fortress on its way back since it got damaged during their dogfights in order to obtain it. (Despite Kraft's 

earlier threats of damaging the Flying Fortress, the System 'absolved' them of their 'crimes' because it 

was unrealistic for it to come unharmed in an intensive bout of air to air combat.) 

"Anyways consider yourselves lucky, that I find my current predicament to be more fun than messing 

with you all in the raid instance. I can always watch the chaos in subsequent fights. Time to grab the 

Crystal Tech before the Churchies managed to do anything with it. Don't want them to have an added 

advantage against us." Kraft ultimately decided to obtain the Cyrstal Tech but the System queried 

whether he was assuming too much that there were blueprints about the Crystal Tech in the first place. 

"Aljun City is considered to be the most advanced city around the neighbourhood, so the possibility of it 

having a stash of physical blueprints should be extremely low. Besides, with the Church of the Afterlife's 

connections, the possibility of them obtaining them even after Original Bellator Kraft steals them is very 

high." The System stated the obvious that Kraft wondered if he should even reply back his opinion at 

such a dumb report. (Eventually, he caved in since his mouth was itchy.) 

"Well, duh. Since they have advanced their Crystal Tech, obviously their storage method would have to 

be something Crystal Tech-ish. I don't believe they don't have any copies of their stuff. We just gotta 

make it harder for the Church to find it or… Hmmm, Hmmm, Hehehehehehe!" 

"Or better yet make them suffer by manipulating the backup blueprints and change them to have the 

wrong dimensions, adding a screw or something within the build that will create a weakness. Something 

like that Moon Wars Saga where the Death Moon could be destroyed entirely by simply destroying one 

of their pipelines. Hahahah!" 

"Oh, that will be a fun thing to do, sabotaging them without them realising it. For now, we have to find a 

person to get into the base for us." Kraft commented as he was already strolling around the outskirts of 

the city's main air base compound, Geylan Air Base. And it so happened that someone had recently 

come out of the air base in a fairly modern motorized carriage powered by crystals. 

"This guy should work well enough." Kraft thought as he typed in his own group chat that the Dark Elves 

continued their pandemic operation while he went off to have a little fun. After which, he raised his 

hand and snapped his fingers, immediately casting a spell towards the direction of the carriage while he 



continued to stroll out of sight of the guards who were looking at him from a distance. Seeing a 

suspicious person wearing a trench coat, the on duty guard leader was getting a bad vibe and decided to 

confront him head on. 

Not long later, the carriage returned back to Kraft and the driver even lowered its window to speak to 

him. From afar, the guard leader noticed that the driver had gone all the way out to open the door for 

the mysterious person in that long trench coat. After which, the driver drove back to the Geylan Air Base 

front gates, prompting the Guard Leader to hurry back. 

"Why did you let him go back in without checking his credentials??" The Guard Leader questioned the 

guards that opened the gates for them to enter. 

"Sir, that person in the trench coat is THAT somebody." The guards replied in a very hushed tone, 

implying that was the reason why they opened the gates for him. 

"That somebody?" The Guard Leader took some time to understand until the guards added that the 

carriage was under Major Thicket. It then started to click in his brain. The person in the trench coat must 

be the rumoured mysterious Air Force auditor who had come today in for an inspection. (Of course, no 

one knew that Kraft had already altered the memories of everyone in the vicinity.) 

And with Kraft assuming that particular identity, upon brainwashing Major Thicket, he managed to enter 

without a hitch. "Oh, lucky me! To get the right person on the first try... There must be some unseen 

force guiding the hand of my fate. Hehehe!" Kraft commented loudly, while Major Thicket nodded his 

head profusely as if Kraft had shared something very profound with him. (It was apparent the Major had 

been brainwashed.) 

As the carriage went further into the base's compound, Kraft touched his face a couple of times, 

allowing him to change his facial features into someone that was totally unrecognisable to Jin and his 

minions. He even secretly transformed his shirt beneath his trenchcoat to suit the Air Force's attire. All 

of these preparations were taken based on the memories of Major Thicket since he had to act as that 

mysterious auditor. 

"Since I am going around questioning everything that requires rigorous inspection, I might as well enjoy 

the grand tour of this place and check out everything I deem as essential for my 'audit'." Kraft smiled as 

he crossed his legs and enjoyed the rest of the ride as his driver was in extreme distress from the current 

situation. 

 

 

Chapter 1117 - Destruction Of The Air Strip 

There was no impact on the progression of the Southern Ooofpa Loopa when its Northern counterpart 

fell in battle. Without any continuous artillery to hold it back, the Southern Ooofpa Loopa continued to 

approach Demopolis through the seas slowly. 

The Bone Spirit Sea Demons started to seep through the defences of the Suburban area since there 

were as many leaks to its defences as the number of offensive opportunities to attack them. Urban 

warfare was not as easy as the Pandarens had initially thought it to be. 



Because of the strength of the monsters, the ability to defeat multiple Pandarens with just one swipe of 

their tentacle arms, the Bone Spirit Sea Demons were actually overpowering the Pandarens in the fight. 

Their makeshift barricades were not doing much in the way of stopping the rampaging Horde, rather it 

provided only a moment of respite for the Pandarens to regroup until they could no longer hold the 

place. 

Most, if not all of the Pandawans that were present in the raid dungeon had already stationed in the 

area to assist with the fight but since they were mere mid grade cultivators, there was only so much 

they could do. 

However, the Northern Ooofpa Loopa's announced defeat was music to their ears, a message to boost 

the down-stricken morale of the current band of Pandarens to keep on fighting. Yet, there were still two 

issues to contend with. 

The first issue was the Southern Ooofpa Loopa coming forth inland. As much as they disliked it, the 

Pandawans believed it was a good opportunity to fight the giant abomination without worrying too 

much about the terrain. 

Thus, they had decided to take all possible cause of action to keep the Bone Spirit Sea Demons at bay 

until the Southern Ooofpa Loopa entered the Suburban area so they could use the explosives they had 

prepared to drop some high rise buildings on the fellow. 

The other issue was that the b.u.t.t of the third Ooofpa Loopa. The emergence of its posterior caused 

several severe logistical problems though the Pandawans' only major concern was the runway strip that 

allowed their steady reinforcements to come in. Those Pandarens who were killed were forcefully 

teleported back to the Shop Instance as usual and if they wished to enter again, they needed to buy the 

ticket and wait for their turn on the plane. 

While Jin and the System had previously contemplated creating a premium ticket to allow people to skip 

the queue for a price, they believed it was unfair for the common folk who wanted to try their hands on 

the raid instance. There was no issue transporting the entire bunch of Pandarens into the raid instance 

but overcrowding would cause the blind to lead the blind. Also, this would create an artificial sense of 

demand and supply to the entire customer base, making them worry they would miss out on the raid 

points. 

That was why there were all these fanciful buffers of entry to prevent the Pandarens from spamming 

and rushing the raid instance. Unlike the past where they needed every single cultivator available for 

their raid instance, Dungeons and Pandas had seen its customer base to be growing at a rather terrifying 

pace. So, with the increasing popularity of the Dungeon Supplier store, limiting them was the only 

choice as much as they wanted to get more money from the cultivators. 

Still, they did not think it was a bad idea to implement the premium ticket as part of the raid points 

system. Upon reaching a certain amount of raid points, the Pandamonium App would give the 

Pandarens a free premium ticket to jump the queue as well as enter into the fray by teleporting into the 

safest zone of the raid instance. 

Thus, to some Pandarens, it did not really matter if the runway strip was destroyed. But in the grand 

scheme of things, the Pandawans believed that they needed to protect it as much as possible to prevent 



the loss of reinforcements. However, some Pandarens believed that Jin would not be so stupid to cut off 

the reinforcements entirely, and rather slow it down even further so that the Pandarens in the raid 

instance would be of a sufficient number. 

This inadvertently allowed the Bone Spirit Demons to destroy the runway landing strip and even damage 

the plane's wings upon landing. In turn, this forced the NPC Panda pilot to make a crash landing on the 

runway strip rendering it to be useless. Thankfully, all of the cultivators within the plane had survived 

the experience and they proceeded outside with the help of the existing Pandarens who had been 

fighting the Demons. 

The overall in charge of the Pandawans, Xiong Da was informed of this particular change in development 

and he felt perplexed how the subsequent reinforcements were supposed to enter. Until a beep sound 

emerged from his phone and there was an announcement that the reinforcements would be arriving 

from the extreme North of Demopolis, beyond its walls since it was now clear from any large threats. 

"So…the new batch of cultivators will need much more time to come in to assist with the war effort." 

Xiong Da scratched his head as he managed to pulverise a falling Bone Spirit Demon before checking on 

his phone. 

"Hey yo!!!!" Luo Bo shouted as she carried two tanks in working condition with Mechataur's palms for a 

quicker transport to the South. 

"We finally get to see the saviour of this raid instance, huh? Now I understand why you messaged us 

saying you found a special weapon and wanted to keep it a secret until you arrived!" Xiong Da said, 

which caused Luo Bo to giggle. 

Bu Dong who finally saw the special weapon in his two eyes, he was shouting in the Pandawan's 

channel. "Can I ride it? Can I ride it?!" Deng Long who saw it also raised his voice and wanted to pilot it 

too. 

"Nahh! Not a chance!" Luo Bo replied as she slowly placed the tanks Mechataur had been holding onto 

the ground. 

"Pleeeeaaaasssse!!! I know how to operate it too! I saw its model in the Supa Robot Wars instance but I 

am still trying to progress to obtain it." Bu Dong pleaded in the channel. 

"Babe, let them have it. They probably know how to use this better than us." Shi Zuo remarked as he 

was already weary from the constant surveillance of the Supa Robot's system parameters. 

"Alright, since I had my fun bashing the first boss, I'll let you have it." Luo Bo was surprisingly amicable 

instead of her usual stubbornness. The Rabbit Cultivator could already hear the weariness in Shi Zuo's 

voice and she didn't want to strain her boyfriend even more. 

Bu Dong and Deng Long shouted in joy as they both looked forward to their chance to shine! 

 

 

Chapter 1118 - Boot Up, Mechataur! 



Even with all the commotion inside Demopolis, the exchange of pilots for the Mechataur had proceeded 

smoothly. Apart from Luo Bo having hesitated a bit when the time came to leave Mechatur, Shi Zuo had 

decidedly pulled her away, reminding her that enough was enough. 

"I'd rather fight with the Bone Spirit Sea Demons toe to toe than having to read all those vital 

parameters to keep the Mechataur working properly! That hasty boot up of Mechataur made me nearly 

go mad." Shi Zuo continued to distance Luo Bo away from the Mechataur while bidding the Supa Robot 

Veterans duo good luck. 

The two pilots nodded their heads in unison and chose their seats instinctively. It was as if this was not 

the first time they had been piloting a Supa Robot, but this was indeed their maiden voyage on the 

Mechataur. 

As the c.o.c.kpit closed, the duo immediately raised their storage rings up and a set of items 

immediately came out of it. The very same helmet that Luo Bo had been using to control the Mechataur 

with her thoughts, a key card that had been engraved with their name and rank used for the Supa Robot 

Wars as well as a cosmetic inscription charm. 

"Two Star Ensign Deng Long, signing in." Deng Long said as he finally found a suitable card slot on the 

seat where Shi Zuo was controlling the console. 

"Three Star Ensign Bu Dong, signing in." Bu Dong subsequently inserted his key card too after he wore 

his helmet. Unlike the one Luo Bo wore, Bu Dong had a customised helmet made out of carbon fibre and 

the aesthetic was more pleasant looking compared to the dull looking one Luo Bo had. However, his 

helmet and the current outfit he was wearing did not match at all and that was where the cosmetic 

charm came into play. 

With a quick chi activation, both Deng Long and Bu Dong changed their current battle outfit into tight 

skin suits made out of nanofiber material. They even had an insignia of an Astronaut Panda at their 

shoulder, displaying their affiliations to the Space Pandas, a Supa Robot Wars' guild which Bu Dong and 

Deng Long had created exclusively for the most skilled space pilots. It was built in hopes to tackle the 

Supa Robot Wars' future dungeon and raid contents when Jin would finally update the mini game. 

Unbeknownst to Shi Zuo, he had made the right decision to pass the piloting to the veteran space pilots 

mainly because of one thing. 

To inexperienced pilots like Shi Zuo and Luo Bo, they had to manually input their options to use 

Mechataur and that was the restriction that Jin had placed before he was caged into oblivion to do his 

work. But all of that changed when one had played Supa Robot Wars for a lengthy period of time. The 

key cards Bu Dong and Deng Long had, were a set of presets they had saved from the various fights they 

encountered in the Supa Robot Wars. 

So, when they inserted their key cards, the control consoles in front of them instantly changed to suit 

them rather than the pilots adjusting themselves to the control consoles. The buttons, pulleys and 

joysticks had been reconfigured to the setting that Deng Long and Bu Dong had been playing with. All 

the parameters of the Supa Robot were automatically regulated without any input from the pilots. 



What took Shi Zuo ages to boot up the Mechataur was merely seconds for the space pilot duo. And not 

only that, the key card had something special which Shi Zuo and Luo Bo would not have been able to 

utilise. 

The ability to summon various attachments and weapons for the Mechataur to use. 

And that was actually the bonus that Captain Hei and Bai had prepared to reward Shi Zuo and Luo Bo if 

they would have managed to get a 12 in their dice game. (Or you know, beat them up until both of them 

were rendered incapable of fighting if they had actually duelled.) 

Usually in the mini game, Bu Dong and Deng Long had to prepare the attachments and weapons in the 

hangar bay. Once they launched out of the hangar bay, they would either have to work with what they 

had or return back to the hangar bay for refuelling and reattachment of their weapons. But that caused 

time and delay, eating up precious seconds of their mission time and possibly their rewards too. 

Thus, when they saw the alert where the system control is allowing them to summon any attachments 

instantly for this entire raid, Bu Dong and Deng Long literally screamed in excitement. 

"This Mechataur Mk 3 is a heavy class Supa Robot. We should be able to field the extensive equipment!" 

Deng Long shouted in excitement as he was checking out all the possible options with lightning fast 

reflexes. He already knew what weapons both Bu Dong and he would love to use in this current 

situation and they were solely browsing for those particular options. 

"We saw how the missiles were useless when he screeched, lasers might be an option, but what is the 

battery capacity of Mechataur? How about its heat ventilation threshold?" Bu Dong asked as he did a 

prep warm up with all the pedals and joysticks to make sure the controls were the same as he was used 

to. 

"There is the railgun cannon option. But that is one of the few things we have yet to unlock. We would 

need to pay a lot more than usual to use it here." Deng Long mentioned and Bu Dong looked back at 

him. 

"THAT railgun?" Bu Dong queried with his eyes filled with stars. 

"Aye, the same one in the mission where we had to protect the base from those super carriers diving 

down from space and into the atmosphere." Deng Long's comment made them simultaneously recall 

the one crazy mission. 

"How much is it? Do we have enough Supa Medals for it or do we need to top it up with Panda Coins?" 

Bu Dong asked and Deng Long took his phone out to calculate. 

"Seems like we can exchange our current Heavy Weapons discount voucher to top up the remainder 

without using any Panda Coins." 

"Hmmmm but those Heavy Weapon vouchers are hard to come by. We can either exchange it for 10,000 

Supa Medals or unlock a new weapon." Bu Dong was in a dilemma since they were one Heavy Weapon 

voucher short of unlocking the railgun but Bu Dong knew the value of those vouchers since they did not 

have any expiry date on them. 



"Use my Panda Coins. We should save those vouchers for another time." Bu Dong made a snap decision 

to use his money. "If Jin had introduced a Supa Robot in this raid, I can imagine he will do so for the 

future raids and dungeon content, making our voucher even more valuable!" 

"Understood." Deng Long immediately cashed in the duo's Supa Medals while topping up with Panda 

Coins. The purchase was made instantly and the current console unlocked that particular option for 

them. 

"Shall we use it now as an opening attack? Or later? Its specs say that we only have one shot since we do 

not have additional battery packs to spare." Deng Long asked and Bu Dong already knew what to do. 

"We will use it after we get close to it. For now, Weapon Set Delta." Bu Dong ordered and Deng Long 

acknowledged his higher ranked buddy. 

 

 

Chapter 1119 - Mechataur Barrage 

As the Pandarens were doing their best to fend off the Bone Spirit Sea Demons in the Suburban area, 

the sound of the boosters from the Supa Robot had the effect of an indirect morale boost from the 

desperation of their endless fight. 

It was perfect as a sign that there was some actual hope to cling on. 

And that hope became even more reassuring when Mechataur's imposing form hovered above the 

Suburban area holding on to two huge metal boxes on its back. "Before we deal with the boss, let's give 

the Pandarens some time to regroup. Otherwise, they might get caught in the middle of our firefight." 

Bu Dong exclaimed as he used his helmet to the utmost capabilities it could exert. 

The control interface on Deng Long's side suddenly emerged with alert pings on multiple Bone Spirit Sea 

Demon targets when Bu Dong scanned the Suburban area for enemies. While it would be ideal to catch 

every single Bone Spirit Sea Demon in its sight, the number of missiles on their giant toy was 

unfortunately limited despite their temporary ability to summon any weapon set that they owned. 

"64 targets locked on and ready to be obliterated." Deng Long informed Bu Dong that they had reached 

the maximum number of monsters they could hit. 

"Entering some chi for maximum effect!" Bu Dong confirmed as he portrayed his cultivation aura and 

the Mechataur in turn glowed slightly with an orange hue before it grabbed onto the two metal boxes 

on its shoulders and aimed it downwards. 

A few of the Pandarens noticed this and quickly called to their companions to retreat, hoping that the 

monsters they had engaged could be killed off by the Supa Robot's fury. The Mechataur let out a stream 

of steam through its nostrils and its entire body vibrated a little from the knockback as the missiles from 

the two metal boxes flew out in a rush to annihilate its targets. 

The missile barrage was a sight to behold for everyone outside the zone of fire, especially Luo Bo who 

had been unaware that the Mechataur was even able to perform such a feat, despite having been in 



control of it. "Why are they able to do that? We were the ones who first found it, but I'm sure it wasn't 

capable of that yet!" Luo Bo complained as she pulled Shi Zuo's sleeve, trying to grab his attention. 

"Who knows? It just proves that it was the right choice to leave it to the experts! They are able to make 

it fly and shoot missiles whereas I could barely keep it operational! That is the difference between us 

and them." 

"If I were to take a guess, it must be that Supa Robot War mini game they've been playing that allowed 

them to pilot it. Make it give them some extra bonuses." Shi Zuo replied, unaware that he had forgotten 

to mute the Pandawan Channel, allowing the rest of the Pandawans to hear what he was saying as well. 

"Yep, the controls are exactly the same in Supa Robot Wars! That is why we can pilot this rather easily." 

Deng Long confirmed as he engaged Mechataur's thrusters once more while throwing the leftover metal 

boxes against an injured Bone Spirit Demon to finish it off. 

"That display of force makes me seriously want to try out the Supa Robot minigame." Xiong Da 

commented, impressed by the fight. It might be every boy's dream to pilot a giant mecha, and at least 

the lawyer was no exception to this. 

"Go forth, although I have to warn you, the start is kinda sucky with that useless basic robot that you'll 

be given. But trust me, it gets better and will definitely be worth your time." Bu Dong didn't miss the 

chance to promote this awesome mini game that most of the Pandawans had been ignoring. 

However, Bu Dong believed in Boss Jin and that the Dungeon Supplier always looked into the future, so 

the things that he had provided in his Dungeons and Panda should never be deemed useless. 

"Lol, does that mean our digital pets might be useful in future dungeon instances too?" Bin Yong 

questioned and Bu Dong commented that it might be a possible feature in the future. After all, hadn't 

they already experienced riding on their cultivation styles as mounts? 

"Looks like we have more things to look forward to. For now, Bu Dong. You have a guest coming into the 

city that requires some of your… welcomings." Xiong Da interrupted and both the Supa Robot Pilots 

focused back on their current predicament, only to realise a tentacle was flying straight towards them. 

"This is nothing!" Deng Long exclaimed as he pressed his finger on the control console and quickly 

swiped it upwards. As the tentacle approached the Mechataur, an energy shield immediately enveloped 

the Supa Robot, providing the required defence since it caught the pilots slightly off guard for them to 

dodge in time. 

But as much as Deng Long wanted to brag it was nothing, the tentacle was surprisingly tenacious, 

enough so to pierce through the energy shield damaging the upper c.h.e.s.t portion of the Mechataur. 

Thankfully, the energy shield lessened the impact pierce of the tentacle's strike, causing only a hole 

through its armour without damaging any vital components that could affect the mobility of the Supa 

Robot. 

Still, that was enough to get Bu Dong angry. 

"Bloody Ooofpa Loopa! I will make sure that you are going down hard!" Bu Dong shouted as he 

controlled the robot to pull out the tentacle while crushing it so that it would not be returning back to 



the main body. Afterwards, Bu Dong resummoned Weapon Set Delta which was comprised of the two 

boxes of missiles that they had been handling previously. 

This time, it was aimed at the Ooofpa Loopa which had finally approached the shores with a bunch of 

Bone Spirit Sea Demons at its side. 

"Are you sure we should be using those missiles against the Ooofpa Loopa? It should already be immune 

to the fire element." Deng Long asked for a confirmation and it acted as a reminder to Bu Dong that the 

Ooofpa Loopa had its own boss mechanics that they had to handle. 

"Yeap. I am sure." Bu Dong replied and started to aim his sights at the Boss abomination. However, from 

Deng Long's perspective, it seems as if Bu Dong was not attacking the boss but the air spaces around it. 

"What are you aiming at, bro?" Deng Long questioned but since Bu Dong was in charge of the fire 

control, he already released the missiles before replying to his co-pilot. 

 

 

Chapter 1120: The Missiles 

The missiles zoomed past the target as indicated on the control console Deng Long was commanding but 

he later realised what Bu Dong was actually doing and laughed at the current situation. 

"How did you come up with this idea? No, first tell me how did you manage to coordinate all of this?" 

Deng Long questioned as he saw the missiles explode in mid air, causing blue purplish smoke to appear 

all around the Ooofpa Loopa. 

"What do you mean? There's the Pandaren Channel. I merely asked and they responded." Bu Dong 

answered as he let go of the emptied missile boxes once more and launched the Mechataur towards the 

Ooofpa Loopa. 

Some of the Pandarens and even the live stream spectators initially thought that Mechataur had missed 

all its shots against the Ooofpa Loopa and called it an enormous scale of blunder. However, some of the 

more observant live streamers noticed that those explosions were placed at almost equal distance away 

from each other and suspected there was something more to the attack. 

This was indeed not the ordinary explosions they had seen so far. 

"And here I thought I needed to run from one end of the map to another!" A punch filled with incredible 

chi slammed onto the Ooofpa Loopa when Royal Snake General Hou Fei emerged from the explosions, 

causing it to be knocked sideways and the impact could be seen vibrating on the abomination's muscles. 

Those wiggly waves of kinetic energy spread outwards and eventually to the entire body, making the 

Ooofpa Loopa to have loped sideways. I At that point, he regretted making that punch as he realised he 

could have used more strength against it since the abomination was caught off guard. Still, this was the 

first time he used this tactic proposed by Bu Dong and regardless of the regret, it was a very hefty punch 

to drop the Ooofpa Loopa's hitpoint. 

"Must say, it sure is a rather convenient tactic despite it being unorthodox in nature," A slash strike was 

made from the opposite of the Ooofpa Loopa as Royal Tiger General Ya Bai came out of the explosions 



and a silhouette of a blue gigantic Tiger silhouette pounced onto the abomination, performing the very 

same attack it had done against its Northern counterpart, incidentally allowing it to return to its original 

position after Hou Fei's punch. 

Subsequently, even more soldiers appeared from the blue purplish explosion, to be exact a total of sixty 

four of them ambushed the Southern Ooofpa Loopa from all angles. They were already all charged up 

with their very own chi energy and blasting them simultaneously against it. If their theory was correct, it 

was actually vulnerable to physical attacks despite having resistance against elemental energies due to 

the fight experience they had against the Northern counterpart. 

Although their chi combined were multi elemental, the boss' immunity had yet to set in and the power 

they emanated was indeed sufficient to create a damage log in their visors, indicating a drop of hit 

points in the monster's health bar. In the meantime, the biggest hitter of all was coming at max speed 

from the Suburban area with a spear in its hand. 

"YAAAAAAAAAAAAA" Bu Dong and Deng Long shouted as they attempted to crush the spear into the 

Ooofpa Loopa stomach. Because of the sudden teleportation missile attack that Bu Dong had made, the 

Ooofpa Loopa was not able to retaliate Mechataur's flying lance charge, allowing it to pierce it right into 

its stomach. 

"THIS IS NOT THE END YET!" Bu Dong shouted as he pulled the joysticks upwards, enabling Mechataur to 

imitate Bu Dong's actions by driving the spear in an angled position. It stuck further into the 

abomination which irritated the Ooofpa Loopa and finally forced it to send a load of tentacles spiralling 

out of the ground. 

Those tentacles pierced Mechataur's legs and torso area and at the same time aimed at the cultivators 

like General Ya Bai, Hou Fei and their soldiers. The Generals did not have a problem dodging them mid 

air but the same could not be said about all of their underlings. A few of them shared the same fate as 

what the Ooofpa Loopa was suffering from, a hole in their stomach. Yet that did not deter the rest as 

they continued to attack the tentacles and the main body as much as possible. 

It should go without saying that Mechataur continued to do the same as well. 

"Purchase completed! Go rampage all you like!" Deng Long shouted as he had purchased a few cash 

shop items on the fly such as attack and repair drones. The attack drones were shooting out laser beams 

to break the tentacle's grip from the Mechataur while the repair drones were performing emergency 

repairs on the vital components by spraying nanobots (Their costly equivalent to a health potion for the 

robots) to keep them operational. 

"Heh! Let's show the streamers how powerful Supa Robot veterans like us can be in such a toy!" Bu 

Dong shouted as he once again pulled the joysticks on his console once more. The lance that was stuck 

within the body of Ooofpa Loopa suddenly clicked and released the outer layer of metal, revealing an 

inner layer of explosives hidden within it. 

Bu Dong triggered the explosives with the layer of metal as the shrapnel against the Ooofpa Loopa, 

damaging its innards and its ability to reproduce any more Bone Spirit Sea Demons. Incidentally, that 

also caused some of the already birthed Bone Spirits to suffer from a series of muscle spasms, allowing 

the Pandarens fighting with them to get an upper hand in the situation. 



That goes the same to the Bone Spirit Sea Demons on the shore along the Ooofpa Loopa. However, 

there were still many unaffected and they were ready to pounce on the remaining soldiers that had 

flash teleported into the area. However, they did not know that Xiong Da had already ordered a batch of 

Pandarens to fire a fresh barrage of missiles from the katyusha rocket launcher trucks, creating a 

scorching hellscape on the shores of Demopolis City. 

"And now for our final trick!!" Bu Dong shouted as the Exploding Lance suddenly disappeared from 

Mechataur's hand and a new weapon appeared to replace it. Mechataur handled the new weapon 

roughly as it tried to poke through the innards of Ooofpa Loopa even further before pressing on the 

trigger. 

"If you can survive this, I have no idea what else could actually kill you. So PLEASE DIE!" Bu Dong 

requested as Deng Long reported that the energy levels on the weapon had reached critical mass. The 

Southern Ooofpa Loopa seemed to understand that its life was in danger and even more tentacles shot 

out of the burning sand caused by Xiong Da's barrage of missiles and all of them reached Mechataur 

instead. 

Deng Long erected an additional energy shield but they were repeatedly broken by the influx of 

tentacles piercing into them, causing extensive damage to the Mechataur. The Pandarens and live 

streamers could see the desperation the last Ooofpa Loopa was making since it was at its last stretch. 

But it eventually did not matter. 

Bu Dong still managed to send a command for the Mechataur to fire the trigger on its weapon. The Rail 

Gun.. 

 


